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Model Arab League and Model
United Nations Teams Seek Recruits
By Brenda Gazzar
Chronicle Staff Writer
Imagine this. You are an Iraqi
delegate to the Political Affairs
Committee Qf the League of Arab
States. You are delivering an impassitmed speech to delegates from
over 22 countries on the impor
tance of lifting international sancti(His against your country.
As a result of your speech, a hot
debate erupts. You ^tempt to per
suade the majority of your com
rades th^ the restdution you are
^Msnsoring is indeed woitby of their
vote. YourealizethatSauthArabia
has sponsored a competing resolu
tion that would entirely negate
yours. In an informal caucus ses
sion, you fmd yourself in intense
negotiations trying to make your
resolution more attractive than the
cme sponsored by your rival. The
subject is tabled until the next day.
You woric well into the night,
discussing your resolution with
committee members ova dinner,
and later over drinks. You decide
that it would be best to combine
your resolution with one of your
allies. The next morning the new
and improved resolution is intro
duced to the committee. Before
you have time to really deb^ it,
die delegate from Kuwait calls the
resolution to question. The Com
mittee is ready to vote.
Ihis is not a daydream you've
concocted in the middle of your
favorite General Education class.
It b^qjpens in the National Mottel
League of Arab States (MLAS)
and the National Model United
Nations competition (MUN) held
annually for college shidents from
around the nation and, in the case
of MUN, around the world.
CSUSB students have proven
themselves to be top-contendm,
and this year will be no different

Under the guidance of Political
Science Professrx- Dr. Ralph Salmi,
the teams are expected to excel
(xice again.
Each year the United Nations
Team flies to New York City to
ccunpete with over 150 universi
ties. The majority of the cost will
be funded by Instructionally Re-

The first year CSUSB par
ticipated in MLAS, the 11
member team representing
Palestine came home from
the Dominguez Hills Com
petition with the Outstand
ing Delegation, and several
"Outstanding Delegate"
awards.
lated Programs, but this year, ac
cording to Dr. Salmi, students will
have to raise $3,000 of the cost on
theirown. The attendees will spend
six to seven days in non-stop, nail
biting competiticm, fmding creative
solutions to an array of political,
economic, cultural, and environ
mental problems, whileremaining
in character of the country they are
representing.
After resolutions pass each sepa
rate committee, they are voted upon
in the actual Unit^ N^ons Gen
eral Assembly. The final day, out
standing teams are recognized for
their achievements in a formal
awards ceremcmy.
The Arab League Competition
in Southern California is a much
smallCT,more specialized compe
tition dealing with only nations of
the Arab League. The competition
is usually held at UCLA, drawing
about eight schools from Southern
California and neighboring states.
Dr. Salmi founded the Model
Arab League team at CSUSB in
1994 after interest increased on the
part of students in Middle Eastern

Studies. According to Salmi, the
competition gave students the op
portunity to test their knowledge
against students in established
Middle East Programs, like the (X)es
at UCLA an Berkeley.
The fust year CSUSB partici
pated in MLAS, the 11 member
team representing Palestine came
home from the Dominguez Hills
Competition with the highesthonor
awai^d. Outstanding Delegation,
and several "Outstanding Del
egate" awards. In 1995, when
CSUSB represented the Islamic
Republic of Sudan, the team re
ceived the Outstanding Delegation
award at two competitions, at
UCLA and UC San Francisco.
During both years, the students
received over half of all outstand
ing delegate awards offered and
authored well over 60 percent of
all resolutions that w^ passed.
CSUSB's MUN team has been
equally impressive. In 1991, the
team represented Japan and earned
Please see Model on page 5.~
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Hunting for a job? Start
with the Internet

By Eric Martin

Technology ErMtor
Job seek^, employe, and ca
reer counselors now have another
tool to aid them in finding the right
postion or employee. FredJandt,a
communications professor at
CSUSB, and Mary Nemnich, an
employment specialist with the
California
Employment
Developement Department, put
together a revised ^ition of their
p^viously released book, "Using
die Internet and the World Wide
Webin YourJobSearch."It comes
complete with free resume build
ing software.
The Book offers complete in
structions for job searching using
the World Wide Web (WWW),
online services, employment data
bases, and bulletin board systems.
It also shows how to submit a re
sume online using theInternet For
employers, the bo(^ gives advice
on electronic recruiting and lists
the advantages and oppiutunities
available.
Now in its second printing, the

new edition coVCTS the WWW quite
extensively, making the first edi
tion obsolece. "When our first editicHi came out the Web was a new
thing and browsers, like Netscape
weren't very popular," said Jandt
Keeping up with changes in tech
nology will be the main reason few
future editions. Butfornow,h^y
hunting!
To Download a Table of Con
tents and a free chapter of the book
from the publisher, call it up at:
http://www.in.net^ist/.

The cast of "Pitching to the Stars" (one of the plays featured in "An Evening of OneActs") includes: (l-r) Eddie Cauhape. Jacob McGlasson, Jamie McBriety and Becky
Wiebel. See page 3 for an event preview.
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Who is Your
Favorite
Instructor
and Why?
By Jason Armstrong and
Chris Hoback
Chronicle Staff
Instructors on our campus often
don't get the recognition they de
serve. Our instructors are not only
teachers, but can be our friends as
well.
Many instructors go the extra
mile for students, and many stu
dents do appreciate their efforts.
The following students had differentresponses when asked who their
favorite instructor is and why:

John Hofsaess
Senior, Finance

Paul Coachbuilder
Senior, Political Science

Jamal Kabir
Senior, Biology

Lorraine Aguilera
Junior, Comm Studies

"Scott Zentner, who teaches
Political Science. He is knowl
edgeable about many subject mat
ters; he really helps to link things
together. His assignments are
thought provoking, he is a fair
grader, and he makes you work for
yoiu" grades.."

"Dr. Erler, in thePloy Sci de]wtment. He encourages the class
to participate in discussions, and is
great at making theoretical aspects
understandable. Heisalwaysavailable after class, and is willing to sit
down and talk with you.."

"Dr. Mantei, my Chemistry
teacher. Ileamed a great deal from
his class, and learned more about
lifeand the environment surround
ing us in a Chemistry type-of-way
than I did in some of my other
Chemistry classes."

"Risa Dickson. I've had her
for two classes. She knows her
nuuerial, and I get alot out of her
class. She grades hard, and gives
lots of projects, but once you've
done them, you learn something
from them."
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Macintosh*
More affordable than ever.

Witii low student
on M^ntosh*
computers,
stert dc^ whstev«r
it is ym
to do. And to make it even
easier for you to purchase a Msu>r ap(%
for theApfde' Qarrtpajter ls3m. Soyou tan
l^e home a Mac, and ^ vwim't have to
ms^e a payment for 90 daya"^ Hew do
^ get started? Just visit your campus
OOT)puter store today and jinck up a M^.

eave your mark.

19,1997.No pt^erU

principal will berequrred for 90days. Mereslaccrumgiiurmg Ibis90-day period mil be tukkd to

b$amess<iiy(yibernoriamThtWdiSUKiyii^ldusa^nad^39%.M(ndbfypaymerUamlmdb)imasmesd^rmemqfpriKyalaaddoesfioliadude
suteorbxtdsa^lax.TlieAppkC(mpu^ Lorn lusmS-ytar loan termuntb no pr^xnmenlpeaallyandisstd^io(7eddt9prooaLMcmlifyp(^me>Usnuiy
toy d^eruB^maOudconpulergxm prices, lolalkemamouttis.Stat amihealsales taxes and a cbanee in tbemoiUbfypariableinlmst rale.®1996
MptComputr. Inc .Ml ri^ reserved. Appk,^Apfdek^, Mac and Marimonb are regy^red trademark(yApptCmputr,lnc.PaBer Mac is atrademark
cfAfpk Computer.IncAUMacfntosb computers are designed lobe accessibt to indivkualswiibdisabilily.7b team more(US. only), caU 800-600-7808 or
m800-755-060l.
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Come to the Campus
Crusade Coffee House
By Keith Phinney
Special to The Chronicle

students break up to get some cof
fee and treats (provided) and gather
at different tablesaround the room
to discuss one of a half dozen top
ics. These discussion tables d^
with real life issues such as, "Han
dling Stress BefOTe Stress Handles
You," and tough questions like,
'T>oes God Exist?," and "Why Is
There So Much Evid In The

CSUSB hosts an evrat every
week wboe lively discussicm about
topics relevant to the college com
munity take place and friendship
connectims are made. Sound too
good to be true? Well.itisn't! This
event happens every Thursday Woiidr'
night from 6:15-7:30 pjn. in the
This is a Christian club, but the
Sycamore Room of the Lower meetings are open to all students:
Commons.
American or International, Chris
"The Coffee House" is the tian or not. Qub members do not
weekly meeting of Campus Cru- ask f(x- money, and don't force
sadeforChristatCSUSB. Whileit any(xie to embrace their beliefs.
is a "meeting," it looks a bit differ
For more information, call Keith
ent than you would expect. Every Phinney at 886-7846.
week, after a few announc^ents,

Page 3

"Mountain Ski Weekend" Raffle a Success
By Jennifer Saurage

The raffle was a huge success
due to the participation of students,
faculty, friends and relatives. The
The 1996 Beta Iota pledge class winners are as follows: Grand
of Alpha K^pa Psi wishes to thank Prize: Paul Burton, Ski Jacket:
everyone who participated in their Esvin Galeano, Snow SummitLift
"Mountain Ski Weekend" Raffle Tickets: Christina Deao, Bear
last Thursday, NovanbCT 21.
Mountain Lift Tickets: Paul Bur
Special to The Chronicle

ton, Bear Valley Bikes T-shirt:
George Flores.
The pledge class especially
wishes to thank all of the busi
nesses fn* their generous donati(xis, participation, and support

Come See Talent at "An Evening of One-Acts"
By Steve Robles
fecial to The Chronicle
The University Theatre and the
Players of the Peju Garden present
"An Evening of One-Acts," fea
turing the student produced, de
signed and directed caie-act plays.
Ghost Stories,by Annie Evans and
Pitching to the Stars, by Donald
Margulies. "An Evening of OneActs" runs December 5-7 at 8:15

p.m., and December 8 at 2 p.m. in
the Creative Arts Theatre Labora
tory. General admission is $8 with
special prices for alumni, faculty,
seniors, subscribers and students.
Ghost Stories is directed by
Steve Robles and features Heather

Eileen Kenealy, Misty Rivera,and
Amber Waznis. Pitching to the
Stars is directed by Vint Shurtliff
and features Eddie A. Caubape,
Jamie McBriety, Jacob McGlassen,
and Becky Wiebel, with a special
appearance by Travis Shurtliff.

KSSB: Free-Form Radio at CSUSB
By Teresa Radsick
Special to The Chronicle
Our campus radio station,
KSSB, hasDJ's with diverse styles.
Vince Hudson is the station man
ager and program director. You
can hear KSSB in the Student
Union and in the dorms on cam
pus.
KSSB's hours are 8 ajn. to 10
p.m., weekdays. Since KSSB is
&ee-f(»in racho, the DJs shows

range from World music to talk.
Vince's show aired this quarter
from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m., known as
the "Royale With Cheese Show."
Jeremy Tolley has the "PEZ" show.
James Hattar is the original "Voo
doo Child." Steve Robles plays
everything from metal to alterna
tive and Teresa Radsick has the
"Eclectic Hour," or actually two
hours, from 2-4 pjn. Thur^ys.
She interspersesmusic frcan oldies
to the newest heavy rotation with
commentary and t^. Eddie C.,

the "Metal Guy" plays just strictly
that..metal. Ritchie O. does the
"O-SHOW," and Ben Hung brings
you "World Music."
These are just a few of the DJ's
heardregularlyonKSSB. Youcan
call in to request your favorite
music, or just talk with the DJ.
Tliey will put you right on the air!
Call from any campus phone,
KSSB or 5772 during on-air hours
and get acquainted with the staff.
When you think of creative, freefoim radio, think of KSSB.

The Complete "Messiah" Performed
From News Services
George Frederick Handel's
"Messiah" will be perfoned in its
entirety December 15 when the
InlandEmpire-(!!SUSB Symphcxiic
Choir poforms in conc^ with the
San Bernardino Symphraiy Orches
tra at CSUSB.
Written as an oratorio, a dra
matic composition withoutstaging

for chorus, orchestra and soloists,
the work will feature Shana Blake
Hill, soprano, Janice Fulbright,
contralto, Daniel Plaster, ten<x, and
Bard Suverkrc^, bass-baritone.
The c(miplete "Messiah" takes
the listens through Advent, Pas
sion Week, Easter, and Pentecost
to the spreading of the gospel.
Usually saaed, watorios were per
formed at Lent during the 17th and

18th centuries, when the church
frowned on stage productions.
The performance begins iA 7
p.m. in the Recital Hall in the CreativeArtsBuilding. Ticketsare$5
for general admission and $3 for
students and senicn* citizens. Seat
ing is limited. Call the CSUSB
music department at 880-5859 for
more information.

Have the Spirit of Giving this Christmas!
f

From Student Sevlces
Once again, the Office of Ex
tended Education is coordinating
a campus-wide effort to hring holi
day (^eer to deserving families
and individualsin theSan Bernar
dino area. This year, we are happy
to sponsor Guadalupe Homes, a
foster care agency lot^ted in Grand

Terrace.
Guadalupe Homes would like to
]X'ovide gifts to ap|HOximately 66
children housed in the facility.
They are seeking contributions of
toys fa-children ranging fron newbom to 17 years of age.
We will match your interest and
capabilities to the names and needs
on our list. We need your new

unwrai^d toy or maietary con
tribution by December 4,1996.
Please call Keri at ext. 5975 or
Val at ext. 5976 for more infonnati(m or if you would like to sponsor
a child. Thank you for your sup
port and have a joyous holiday
season!

OFFICERS WANTED:
ABILITY TO LEAD UNDER CONDITIONS
OF STRESS
DEMANDING MENTAL CHALLENGES
EXTREME PHYSICAL TESTS
FEW CAN QUALIFY
,INTERESTED?

CALL 1-800-MARiNES

Marims

The Few. TbeProod.TbeMarines,
MARINE OFFICER

For more information about Marine Officer programs,
come to the Commons Area on December 3rd and 4th
between the hours of 10:00-2:00PM or call (909) 383-1130.
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Lullaby, And Goodnight 1f

Career Networking
By Shino Oklta
Chronicle Staff Writer
"Don't wait for your ship to
come in. Get busy. You have to
start prq}aring for your next job at
least a quarter before you gradu
ate," said Patricia Rodgers-Gordon, the Career Development Cen
ter director, during the career netwoiking session on Thursday,
November 21.
During the career netwoildng
session, students were given good
advice to follow when job bunting.
First of all, Rodgers-G(*don rec
ommended th«t when you start your
job research, you have to think not
only of what you "want" to do, but
also of what you "can" do. Com
panies expect to see what college
students can do without training.
They will invest less money on
new woikers who don't require
expensive training. Companies
will hire workers who already have
learned skills in college.
Rodgers-Gordon also pointed
outsomesurprisingstatistics. Over
80 percent of all jobs are filled
through personal contacts. Less

than 10 percent of jobs are adver
tised in the newspaper or filled
dirough thefonnalmethods, which
include advertisement and inter
viewing. According to these sta
tistics, developing relationships
with employees is important.
In addition, when you calla com
pany, you should compile a list of
what you want to ask them before
you pick up the phone. E>on't talk
excessively and waste their time,
and be sure to say "thank you."
Even if your job interview is un
successful, do not give up at that
time. Youneedtogetfeedbackon
how you can improve your inter
view skills. Be sure to consider
this feedback. As long as your
attitude is professional, you still
have a chance.
In college life, it is imp<xtant to
know your limits, to check your
strategies, be aware of different
cultures, and to join clubs and or
ganizations in your field. Woiking
these clubs or wganizations will
make your resume more complete.
For more information, c^ the
Career Development Center at ext
5250.

The Writing Center:
A Wonderful Resource
By Patrick McKee
Special to the Chronicle
At CSUSB, you are never alone
whenitcanestowriting. Whether
you need help formulating an idea
for a paper or want an evaluation of
your writing before submitting it
to an instructor, the Writing Center
is there for you.
The Writing Center, located
within the Learning Center on the
diird floor of the University Hall,
is a free service provided for stu
dents and faculty membm by the
English Department and the Divi
sion of Undergraduate Studies. It
is staffed with ai^)roximately 1520 tutors who are mainly graduate
students in the M.A. in Composi
tion and Rhetoric program, al
though there are some tutors who
are graduates and undergraduates
in various disciplines across cam
pus.
Each year, over 7,500 students
visit the center for one-to-one con
ferences with the staff, who are
expmenced in helping students

By Marguerite Jackson
Chronicle Staff Writer
"Dreams are the touchstones of
our character," isaprofound belief
of Henry David TTioreau, whose
classic meditations on human ex
istence prompt us to explore our
inner selves.
Like Tboreau, Margaret DoddsSchumacher, coordinator of the
Women's Resource/Adult Re-Entry Center guides us one step fur
ther into exploration of self ^ith a
Dream Studies work group cur
rently meeting Fridays, 9-10:30
ajn., at the center.
"My personal fascination with
dream interiretation began as a
child while listening to and shar
ing dreams with my own family,"
said Dodds-Shumacher.
For those fascinated by dream
interpretation, the Dream Studies
work- group offers a safe and trust
ing envircmment to share, study,
and to examine dream images.
There is one groundrule within the
group: No one can tell anoUter
person what a dream means; how
ever, the group can offer thoughts
and suggestions for what a shared
•

dream provokes in them. The
dreamer can then decide whether
the suggestions ^ply to his or her
dream.
"Everyone dreams," says
Shumacher,tHitinany people never
remember their dresms because
they awake after the dream state
has ended. The dream states gen
tly occur 4 to 6 times during the
sleep cycle. When a dream is re
membered, the person has awak
ened in the middle or toward the
end of the dream.
But not to worry, the Dream
Studies work group offers salient
tips fCH* remembering and effec
tively recOTding dreams. Before
getting in bed, place a pen and
paper or a tape recorder within
easy reach. Relax your body, calm
your mind, utilize jxayer, and settle
yourself into a comfalable positicxi in bed. These methods aid in
capturing dream memories.
Dare to dream. According to
experts, dreaming is healthy. For
insomniacs and others who require
fewer hours of sleep, research
reveals that dream deprivation, not
sIeq)deprivation, canactually lead
to psychotic episodes. Clearly,
that fact alone is incentive to
lengthen your sleeping hours and

dream on!
Current dream research is fo
cused on the role of dream inter
pretation within tbecontextoffam
ily systems as a valuable tool fOT
exposing underlying conflict, or to
help explain how patterns of "indi
vidual" behavior impact the fam
ily setting.
While this particular focus might
appear innovative to us, many
Native American tribesand people
from Western society accept an
^proach called 'T>ream incuba
tion," as part of their traditional
culture. The objective is to carry
the interpretation beyond the "in
dividual" dreamer, and possibly
reveal new direction and addition^
value to assist the family unit as a
whole.
Reading materials on this sub
ject are plentiful. A book entitled
"Inner Work: Using Dreams &
Active Imagination For Personal,
Growth,"by Robert Johnson is onej
of many hoc^ available on the
subject.
The Dream Studies work group
create away to do scxnetbing posi
tive with your dreams. Ch^ it
out, and remember, dreams dp
come true, so dtm't feel silly, be a
dreamer!

•

•Interested in writing for the •
• Chronicle? The Chronicle is •
• looking for new staff writers *
• to contribute in every depart' •
•ment. For more information •
Igive us a call at ext 3940. *

with everything from essays, short
stories, and research papers to lab
reports, scholarship ^plications,
and speeches. It is a collaborative
STUFF-STUFF
enviroiunent, in which tutors help
STUFF!!
unlock the potential of each stu
dent so as toeffectively allow each
student's voice to be heard. Ac
cording to one staff member, "In
all situations, we work (with) writ
ers, nevCT (for) them," so as to
"preserve the integrity of writers'
ideas and plans."
Winter Rates
The Writing Center is q)en
(Students Only)
Monday-Thursday, from 8:30
a.m.-8:00 pm. and Fridays from
5X5-$12.00
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.. Walk-ins are
5X10 (Upstairs) - $18.00
always welcome, although ^pointments are encouraged. Appoint
ments can be made one week in 5 X 10 (Downstairs) - $28.00
advance, and every studenthas the
q)portunity to make up to two ap
5185 Hallmark Pkwy
pointments per week.
San Bernardino
So come see what thousands of
students have already discovered,
the C^USB Writing Center. It
887-1000
exists for your benefit, so why not
take advantage of its services?
M-S 8-5 Sun 12-3

State College
Self Storage

«suBUjny^
1050 W. Kendall Ave.
Suite B
San Bernardino

UNIVEHSTTY

(909) 886-3343

FREE

FREE

Buy 1 Sub ar 32 ox. Drink and
Cict a Second Sub of Cqual
or Leaaer Value TREE

Buy Any 2 Suba At Regular
Price and Qet the Thtr^ Sub
of Equal or Leaaer Valu: PREE

Cr^ludet farty Sub
One coupon per customer
not valM with any other offtr
oners valid at.
locations only
OMble meal extra

excludes rarty Sub
One coupon per customer
Net valid wHh any elhn e/fCr
oners valid at. A-boVft Ice ),ypnly
DouiMe meat extra

$1.99

$1.00 OFF

Oct Any Regular Six inch Sub
ror Sl.BB When Ybu
Purehaae a ih ox. Drink

GnncED

Ottt coupon per customer
Not vaM with any otner oner
oners vaiW a t .
Double meal extra

Any Pootlong Sandirich
BuylMiy Pootlong Sandwich at
Reg. Price and Receive $1.00 Off.
excludes Vcsttarian Sub
One coupon per customer
Not valM with any other offer
Offera valW at
OVA-LoC- , «>"'*
Double meal exti«
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Model cont from page 1.
the second highest title, Distin
guished Delegation. In 1993, as
the Islamic Republic of Iran, the
team won its first Outstanding
Delegaticn ever. In 1994, the team
w(xi another Distinguished Del
egation for its representatic» of a
relatively unknown country in
South Amoica, Suriname.
After assisting in the training of
the teams of 1991 and 1993, Dr.
Salmi became Uie Faculty Advisor
to the MUN Team in 1^5. Last
year, while representing theUnited
Arab Emireates, the team suc
ceeded in living upto its reputation
by iHinging home yet another Out
standing Delegation award.
This year the Model United
Nations Team will again be repre
senting the Islamic Republic of
Iran. The team is fortunate to have
Dr. Salmi's unique expertise of the

region, as he lived in Iran for five
years as an employee of the U.S.
Embassy and has specialized in
Islamic Studies. The Model Arab
League team will be reinesenting
hnq, the most controversial coun
try in the Arab League because of
its attack on Kuwait in 1991.
Students from all disciplines are
encouraged to apply to either of
the teams. Students wishing to
participate will be required to take
a two-hour qualifying examinati(m. Completion of a special ap
plication form will also be required.
Dr. Salmi, who worked in govmiment service for 15 years, said
that there is no single formula for
a successful diplomat; howevei,
energy, desire to rejsesent one's
country, good solid working
knowledge of the topics, and the
ability topresent them intelligently

are notewcxtby qualities.
Two-time AraJo League mem
ber and MUN member John Futch
says that he enjoys the camarade
rie that develops while working
closely with his colleagues, the
[HXKess of learning to deal with
diverse people, and the intense
competition. Futch says that
"Members should expect to repre
sent [CSUSB] as it should be rep
resented if it really were their
country, and to kill them[other
delegates] with kindness. It's
not just about writing resolu
tions and winning, it's about
being able to properly handle
yourself, and to handle con
structive criticism." He says
that a student on either team
will spend a minimum of 10
hours a week, including four
hours of class time, research.

and practice and strategic plan
ning.
Information packets regarding
the selection process for the Model
Arab League Team are now avail
able in the Political Science De
partment Office, which is located
in Room 207, in the New Visual
Arts Building. The date and time
of the exam, which willmost likely

;rsity of La Verne
College of Law
Information Seminar
& Sample IMW Class

CSUSB Alumni Success Story

Photo by Franco* William*

rony Chavez speaking at the 13th
annual Hall of Fame Banquet.

By Christina OIney
Chronicle Staff Writer
Tony Chavez, a native of the
Casablwca area of Riverside, is a

successful alumnus of
CSUSB, graduating with
two bachelor's degrees,
one in sociology, and the
other in business admin
istration.
He has put those de
grees to good use over
the yeais. In 1972 he
help^ tonegotiate a con
tract with the Mexican
government. The con
tract was to install Span
ish language labs in the
mostly indigenous state
ofOaxaca The labs are
to teach the indigenous
people to speak Spanish
and become m(xe famil
iar with Mexican cul
ture. "It was the most
exciting thing I've done
in my entire life," said
Chavez.
In 1983 Chavez started his own
business in San Bernardino, All
Star Trophy Company.
Chavez is the founder of the
Southon California Latino/Native
American Hall of Fame. The Hall

of Fame recently had it's thir
teenth annual awards cer
emony. This is the first year
that Native Americans have
been included in the Hall of
Fame.
Chavez is a memb^ of the
Inland Empire Hispanic
Chamber of Ccanmerce. He
was president in 1990 and
1991 and is currently a naticmal delegate for the His
panic Chamber of Commerce.
His daughter Delia, and his
son Tony Jr. are both interna
tional marketing majors at
CSUSB.
"You don't get anywhoe
without
hardwwk,"
Chavez
said, regarding his
method of
^
achieving
p
success.
"Nobody
will hand
you any
thing."

be offered before the end of the
quarter, will be included with the
padcets. The classes, PSCI 595
and PSCI 590, will be offered for
four units of credit Dr. Salmi
encourages all interested students
to ^ply, regardless of their level
of experience in international af
fairs or major, as many of the top
ics will be covered in die seminar.

Wednesday December 11, 1996
6:00 - 7:30 p-m-, La Verne Campus
La Fetra Hall
m
•
p
•m

High Bur t^asVRate
Day ^ Bvening Programs
PetfSnal Attention
Inland Empire Lttcation

rOR INFORMA'nON OR RESERVATICWS CALL

909.596.1848
Accredited by the Conunittee of
Bar Examiners of the State
of California and Ae Western Association
of Schools and Colleges

P e r f o r m a n c e that Counts!
Ac Enterprise Rent-A-Car, performance and promotion go handin-hand. With skill and determination, you can go as far and as
fast as your potential will take you.

Come and visit the

College
Legal Clinic

Specializing in tamOy, criminal,
personal liyuiy. lancUmrd/tenant.
and other fields of lawl
Cidl m at SSO-Sesdt
We are located la tke An Sidto k Ihe ttatat IMoal
We are here to help youtll

iam

StaHai
Branch
Manager.
Marp has
received three
promotions in
the two years
she has been
with the
company.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
Widi over 99% of our executives starting as Management
Trainees, you'll have the opportunity to see quick results from
your hard work and commitment. Work Hard. Innovate,
Succeed... with Enterpris^Re^t-A-Car. Interested individuals
should send/fax resume to the following: Enterprise Rent-A-Car;
Attn: Jamie Catchpole; 5462 Holt Blvd.; Montclaii, CA 91763.
Fax: (909) 482-4810. For more information, call Jamie
Catchpole at (909) 482-4800 or visit our website: www.erac.com
Equal Oppominicy EmployeL

KtflilHn
From the start
of his career
u/ith Enterprise.
Kevin began
smking his
wty up the
corporate
ladder. Today
he is a
Corporate
Rental
Manager.
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Need Advice? Now You Can Just Ask A PAL
By Jim Hudson
Special to the Chronicle
I^r Advising for Liberal Stud
ies offers a unique service to stu
dents. Directed by Dr. Daniel
Whitaker, PALS provides advis
ing for one of tbe most compli
cated majors on campus.
The PALS office is located in
UH 19. This service has been in
existence for three years and has
advisedover7,0(X)students. Hand
outs, bulletin boards with class in
formation, testing dates, and other
important matters are posted for
students to view.
Many peer advisors get a great
sense of satisfaction knowing they
are helping others reach their goals.
Students enjoy the "no appoint
ment necessary" structure of the
PALS office. Michelle, a Liberal
Studies major said after her advis
ing session, "Tbe whole university,
could benefit by this approach...A
relief from talking to a computer!"
Recruiting new peer advisors is
a continuous program which stu
dents can gain units towards their
graduation. Units may be distrib
uted in the humanities and social
science electives, and in the con
centration field. A maximum of
eight units may be acquired during
a student's tenure as a PAL. Be
cause the majority of the students
in this major are going to become
teachers, being apeeradvisor is an
excellent experience.
Although PALS is strictly unof
ficial advising, they provide timely,
accurate and critical information
for Liberal Studies majors. They !
help students decipher theincalcu- '
lable ways in which they can fulfill
their requirements through the
regular track, bilingual track, as
well as American Studies (Track

California Graduate institute
Administrative Office
HOOGlendonAve., Floor 11
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 208-4240

Orange County Factnty
1122 E. llncoin Ave. B-200
Orange, CA 92865

(714) 637-5404

CGI has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, California Education Code 94310B.
CGI graduates meet the educational requirements for Psychology and MFCC licensure in California.
CGI is nonprofit and nondiscriminatory.
I n a d d i t i o n t o t h e d e g r e e p r o g r a m s , C G I o f f e r s t h e f o l l o w i n g C e r t i f i c a t e P r o g r a m s : . B c feedbadt
-TheTrealmericf
Cherricel Deperdency

2CO-S.-OOpm
2CO-S:OOpm
2.-OO-5C0p«n
5C0-6C0prn
5:00-6C0pm
SC0-8C0pni
SCO-S.-OOpm
SCO-eCOpm
5C0-8O0pm
S:30-7C0pm
SCOnCOpm
8CO-11COpm
BCO-IICOpm
eCO-11COpm
S-CO-ilCOpni

H).

PALS is a necessity for all stu
dents in Liberal Studies. Often, a
student will only come in after he
OT she has learned they'd made an
error during class selections. In
contrast, PALS would like to see
mostLiberal Studies students each
quarter to make sure they are on
track.
Now PALS has incoiporated a
"Major" spirit item in their reper
toire: A Liberal Studies polo Tshirt. For $11 students can show
their major's spirit and in turncon
tribute totheLiberalSludies' schol
arship fund. The logo on the left
poctet area proudly reads: Be a
Teacher! Make kids your busi
ness.

MA and PsyD Programs in Psychology
and Marital & Family Therapy

I

II

-IheTreElmBricf Petpetrslcts

jiVictlmsafVicieroe

-F^choerelysis

'BehEMcraiK^ddne

-fenlyLaw®'
Mbdaficn

-ftjchdo^
Aininrrt

-Foerwcftydxfcigcd
Aesassnert

Classes held In West Los Angeles and Orange (PC)

NarcinMic OsorderaiOeprMsien
Propceal rieteafch II
Guided Imao^
Psychoanalytic Psychotheraiiy
Physloiogical Psychology
Coojoint Famly Therapy
Proposal naaearch I
Organizational Psychology
Psychological Assossmentl
Group Process & Technique
BrM Models of Family Therapy
Psychopathology I
Techniques of Plw Therapy
Suicide & Crisis Intenrention
PsychdcgbalAssessmentlV

O.CHIord,MO
J.Kaao<,PhO
T. Oleson, PhO
R Benlez, DSW/G BtooK MO
T. Oleson, PhO
J. Bal,PhO
J.Kasof.PhO
K.Kanel,PhO
OC
K. Cross, PhO
OC
J. Packer, PhD
J.Bal.PhO
M. Gerson, PhO
P. Conversano, PsyD
OC
K.Kanel.PhO
K. Cross. PhD

Psychological Assessment III
Practicum II (Psych. 4MF7)
Proposal Research l-lll
Proposal Research III
ssertiveness Training
Applied Techniques of MFT
Psychopathology & Famly Oynamies
Developmeft of the Person
Group Process & Technique
Learning aCognlbon
Practicum WV (ftych. & MFT)
CInlcal Case Corrferenee
Perspectives in Psychoarwiysis
Practicum l-IV (Psych. & MFT)

A. Panofsky-Bsentaerg, PhO
T. Moss, PhO
OC
R Hunter, PhO
L Welsbender, PhD
0. Crausmart, PhO
J. Mayhal, PhD
OC
J. Kktter. PhO

Clinical Hypnosis
Human ScKuaJity
ChUd & Adolescent Psychotherapy
Group Process &Technique
Learning & Cognition
Orgwizaticnal Psychology
Psychopathology & Famly Dynamics
Clinical Interviewing Techniques
Drug Use & Abuse
Theories of MFT
Practicum III (Psych. & MFT)
Newer TrendsIn Managed Healh Care for MFTs
PTKticum MV(Psych.&MFT)

T. Mosa, PhO
A T^ior, PhO
J. KIntar, PhO
J. Packer. PhO
R Hunter, PhO
S. Wimer, PhO
J. Klnler, PhO
E. Glaeer, PhO
OC
J. Uvlr«slon, PhO
J.Meyhea,PhO
OC
M. FBcker, MO
K Shtffer, Msl Fte. CALAAMFT
J. Meyhal, PhO
OC

2:00-5.'00pm
Psychological Assessmert II
2:00-5tt)pm
Psychosomatic Disorders
2:00-5:00pm
Developmental Psychology
2:(X>-5:00pm
Drug Use & Abuse
2:00-5:00pm
Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy
5X)O-e:00pm
CognWve-Behevioral Therapy
5:00-6:00pm
Practicum I ^^sych. & MFT)
5:00-8:00pm
PsycfiolcgicalAssesstnerdI
S:004:00pffl
AydxAeaeeaVFam.Reletoe&Spee.R»ul!lbne
S.OO-BMIpm
Object Relations Theory II
S.-0O-8:00pm
Models of Brief Family Therapy
S:00-6:00pm
Social Psychology
5XX}-8:00pm
Physiological Psychology
6:30-B.-O0pm
Group Process & Technique
e:00-11:00pm Professional issues:Ethics & Laws
8M)-11:OOpm Psychological Assessment IV
S.-OO-IIXlOpm Resistance and Transference
8KX>-11M)pm Psychopathology U

J. Hyman, PhD
O. Fehr, PhO
R Hunter, PhO
J. Mayhal, PhD
O. Clifford, MO
M. Flicker, MO
L Hedges, PhD

OC
OC

Weekend Professional Seminars
Open to Professionals in the Community
For Continuing Education
WEST LOS ANGELES
W21-22 10f1»-a8 Set1:0&4:0C^

Biofeedback Practicum

T. Oleson.PhO*
RWof.PW)

«/21-22

SaLOOO-6;OOpm
Sua e:00-2:00pm

ChBd Abuse & Oomaalie VWenee

KGIuss,PhD

FrL6«}-t100pm
SeL8O04«0pm

BrWTharapy TtaMng: Maitaged
HeakhCare

LSInosr.PhO

Sat 9004:00pm
Sua 8OO-2:05pm

Treatment of Femly ReleMonahlpe
Through Cinematic Charecterlzadons

H.Gk«s.PhO

10/44

Fri.6«0-1100pm
Sat 8fi04:00pm

Diagnosis ar>d Treatmentof Aaertion
Deficit Oisordars

O. Lsvine,PhO

10/12-13

Sat8:004:00pffl
Sua 8i)0-1:06pm

Integrating Theories of Knowledge
with Psychoanalytic Technlquec

A Psnalisn. ^4)

10/12-13

SaL9O04XX3pm
Sua 9OO-3.-06pffl
Sal 1:304d)0pm

The Treatment of Depression

aPaul,HO

Psychotherapy Ollemmes In ths Age
of Managed Health Care

JudlhPwksr.PhO

10/18-18

FrL4O0-e:00pm
Sat 900-6:06pm

ExistefMial Anxle^ and hteContem p
/Vii^sle of Defense: An IntegrMiye
Psychoanalytic Therapy

P. Welsan.PhO

10/18-16

Frl 61)0-1fXIOpm
Sat 8D04DOpm

Ortology of Eroticism In Cyberspace:
ReiatiortsNpe Online

L Singer, PhO

10/28-26

FrLSDO-IOOOpm
Sat 800-6:00pm
SaLl11X>400pm
Sua 101X)-506pffl

Psychologicallmpect of Sleep Oisordets C. Marm, PhO

12/14-18
10/5-6
12/7-8

8/37-28
S/38-a»

10/19-20
11/2-3

10/12; 28
11/18

10/26-27
OC

K. Croes, PhD
L Singer. PhO
0. Cooper-Byrum, PhD
S. McGuik, PhD
LHolBy-SsbczaKnO
OC
L Singer, PhO
L Welsbender, PhO
K. Cross, PhO
A tanyyeeenfaera
RO
W. Rickles, MO
OC
J. Bal, PhO
LHoley-SobczaAPhO
OC
R Wblf,PhO
OC
M. Koven,PhO
M. Gerson, PhD
K. Cross, PhO
R /^uado, PhO
OC
R Wolf, PhO

2«l-5:00pm
5:00-8;00pm

Psychother. w'the Chem. Dependent Patient
Comprehensive Exam^Review

R Sussklnd-Siivelder, PhO
Core Faculty

8;30-10:00am
8:30-12;30pm

Group Process &Technique
ElhnlcIV &The Family

0. Fehr, PhO
OC
R SuaslMGctmidsr. HO

Sua 8:00-6:0Opm

Seven Deadly Fears:An Ob|ect
Reletions Perspective of Chronic
Unconscious Cortstricticns

LHadgae,PhO

Sat80041»pm
Sua 800-2:00pffl
Sat8D0-8D0pffl
Sua 8D0-2D6^

Professional Sklls In PrVels Haetica

O. Cisueman. PhO

Urrderstaitding ^ OSM-IV

J.Nntar,PM>

11/8-10

SatBfiO4fi0pm
Sua 9OO-2;05p«n

Psychotherapeutic and Medication
Tteatment of Schtzophrenle

8.Mo6wk,ntO

11/18-17

Sat80041X)pm
Sua S00-2:00pm
8at8D0-41X)pm
Sua 81X)-4Xl6pm

Peychology of Men

J.M^hal,PhO

CliniceJI nfervertione with tlte
Latino Community

P. Corweraano, PsyD

Sat8«O4X)0pm
Sua 8D0-21)^

The Impactof EMV Mother-Infant
Relstlont on the Family System

JJABvthPhO

8/21-22

SatSDCheiXIpm
Sua 800-21
-2130^

Pro|ecliveldenU6cationand
Countarlransference In theTreaSnant
of Primitive Manfel States

APwwjian,PhO

9/21-22 10/18-20
11/16-17
9/28-29 10/12-1
10/28-27
8/38-29 10/54
10/12-13
10/54

Sat80O4O(^

Conjoint Famly Therapy

J. Ball, PhO

Sat 800-6 OOpffl
Sua 800-200(m

Child &Adoteseeiit Psychotherapy

J.ianfer,PhD

Sateoo-eoopm
Sua 800-2O6pffl

Theorise of Personally

8.8sr9ar,PhO

Sat 900-6OOpm
Sua BOO-21
200^

ApproachssofExIstental
Humanistic Therapy

K.Kiinat,PhO

10/3837

Sat 800400pm
Sua 900-206^
Sat9O04OC^
-200pm
Sua 800-21
Sat8004OOpm
205pm
Sua 8O0-2:

11/2-3
11/8-10

11/18-17
11/3224

ORANGE

11/2-3
11/8-10
11/18-17
11/18-17
11/2334

Sua S1X>-206pm

Peychology of Women

0. Halt PhO

TheChallertgeofMalpracllcelaeuae

C.KeRort,JO

Therapeutic Techniquesw8h
Children Aged 4-10

K. Cross, PhO

Sat900400pm
Sua 800-2:o£pn
Sat2OO-7.-00pm
Sua 900400pm

Child Abuse Aseeesment 4 Reportfng

K.Kanel.PhO

MediabonSklls and Basics In
Family Law

8. Fomtan, PhO

Sat 9O04 OOpm
Sua 8OO-2:00pm

OblectRelaliore Theory:
An Overview

O.PMtPhO

An Excellent Education For Those Who Quail

^itli fa
BREAKFAST & INSIGHT
7:30 A.M. -2 P.M.
SU EVENTS CENTER B & C

4
LOAN COUNSELING
WORKSHOP
6 P.M. - 7 P.M.

JBH 280

4
'LADY BEWARE CLASS'
5 P.M.

4

4

CA RECITAL HALL

5:15 P.M.

BL 104

LOWER COMMONS

8:15P.M.

PIHRA MEETING

3 P.M.

SU EVENTS CENTER B & C

CSUSB SYMPHONIC
BAND CONCERT

IHifi

'BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
RESEARCH COLLOQUIUM:
INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH
PROJECTS'

STUDENT THEATRICAL
PRODUCTIONS
'PITCHING TO THE STAR" &
•GHOST STORIES'

ADULT
CLUB MEETING
>ULT RE-ENTRY
RE-ENTRV CLUB
MEETBN

SELF ESTEEM & WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT GROUP
1 P.M. -2:30 P.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS

13

WINTER GATHERING
8 A.M. -8 P.M.

8:15P.M.

SU EVENTS CENTER

CA UNIVERSITY THEATRE

NATIONAL PAN-HELLENIC
COUNCIL
12 P.M.-2 P.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS

8:30 P.M. - 12:30 A.M.

4

SU EVENTS CENTER A

SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE
ANACHRONISMS
5P.M.-6P.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS

4

6 P.M. -8 P.M.

STUDENT THEATRICAL
PRODUCTIONS
'PITCHING TO THE STAR" &
'GHOST STORIES'

AMADEAUS CLUB
COFFEE HOUSE
6 P.M. -8 P.M.

4

4

8 A.M. - 8 P.M.
SU EVENTS CENTER

15

WINTER BREAK BEGINSI
-MESSIAH- PERFORMANCE
BY G. F. HANDEL

8:15P.M.

7 P.M.

CA UNIVERSITY THEATRE

CA RECITAL HALL

CA BUILDING

4

MEN'S BASKETBALL
7:30 P.M.

4

STUDENT THEATRICAL
PRODUCTIONS
'PITCHING TO THE STAR' &
'GHOST STORIES'
8:15P.M.
CA UNIVERSFTV THEATRE

CSUSB CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA CONCERT

'GODDESSES OF THE
WESTERN WORLD"

• 3 P.M.

BY LINDA STOCKHAM

CA RECITAL HALL

6 P.M. - 7 P.M.

4

JB 111

STUDENT THEATRICAL
PRODUCTIONS
•PITCHING TO THE STAR' &
'GHOST STORIES'

SU EVENTS CENTER

CAFHOUC BIBLE STUDY
8 P.M.-9 P.M.
JB386
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT ^ROUP
10:30 A.M. - 11:30 A.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
HOIX>AY GATHERING MEETING
10:30 A.M. - 12 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER C
AFRIKAN STUDENT ALUANCE MATING
12 P.M.-1 P.M.
MULTICULTURAL C^TTB?
M.A.P.S. MEETING
12 P.M.-1 P.M.
SENATE CHAMBB»
AFTB; CLASS READING GROUP
2 P.M.-3:30 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE &
ADULT RE-ENTW CENTER
GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL CLUB MSTING
6 P.M.-8 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

SPANISH TABLE MEETING
4 P.M.-5 P.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS

2 P.M.

7:30 A.M. - 10 A.M.

SYMPHONIC CHOIR R&€AI»ALS
7 P.M.-10 P.M.
RECITAL HALL

ORCLE K INTERNATIONAL MEET^G
6 P.M. -8 P.M.

CA UNIVERSITY THEATRE

ECONOMIC FORECAST
BREAKFAST
INLAND EMPIRE ECONOMIC
RECOVERY: IF IT'S REAL.
PROVE IT."

LATINA WOMEN'S EMPOWERMB^ GROUP
4 P.M.-5 P.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS

WINTER GATHERING

8:15P.M.
CA RECITAL HALL

4

5 P.M.

^€lt44/V€lcL4^, ^

LATINO BUSINESS
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
SENATE CHAMBERS

NCAA WHEELCHAIR
BASKETBALL
CoussouLis ARENA

CSUSB CONCERT CHOIR AND
CHAMBER SINGERS CONCERT

^^t4^€^&cLci4^^
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICANON GROUP
9 A.M.-10A.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTCR

SAF-SURVIVAL COURSE
5:30 P.M.-7:30 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER C

4

VIETNAMESE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION CAFE NIGHT

4p.M-6P.M.

WOMEN'S RESOURCE &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

AFRICAN/AMERICAN M&J SUPPORT GROUP
5 P.M.-6 P.M.
MULTICULTURAL C^ER

FINAL EXAMS BEGINI

To place on event In the Calendar, please
have Information sent to the Student Union.
C/O Graphic Arts or coll (909) 88(W942.

BIOLOGY CLUB
9 A.M. - 10 A.M.
BL 325
CALER«>AR PREPARED COURTESY OF
<Ae-

^t4>uie.*xt'

DREAMS WORKSHC^
9:30 A.M. -10:30 A.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS

Arts
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Take A Trip
With The Dead

Now Open

By Abe Sanchez
Chronicle Staff Writer
Sit back, strike it up and enjoy
tbe sounds of Jerry Garcia and the
boys from the Grateful Dead. This
"It's a party in here"
is not just your everyday concert.
This is an experience of a lifetime.
WKD.NKSDAY
A true flyback of the sixties,
SI Driiik.s All Nighi Long!
seventies, and even the eighties.
Let the music take you for a ride!
THURSDAY
Check out the song "Drums" a trip
18 and Over
out of uniquely syncopated sound
$ 2 L Vs & Coors Lite Pounders &
that invites you to join them fen: a
XI0:^.9 Radio
long ride into nothingness. Midcey
Hart and Bill Kreutzmann produce
F R I D A Y & SATURDAY
a hunting Frank Zappa surreal
weirdness sound thm one will only
Top 4 0 Dance Parly
remember in their dreams! Hope
fully it will not be a nightmare. If
SUNDAY
you can, listen to "Drums," and the
I 8 / 0 v e r - S I Drinks Before lOpm
next cut called "Space" in a sur
(Well, Wine & Draft)
round room, and crank it.
These cuts come from the live
album Dozin' at the Knick. This is
NO COUER BEFORE 9 P M
a three album concert recorded
SW Comer of Foothill Grove in Upland
March 24-26, 1990. If you are
1386 E. Foothill Blvd.
really trying get to know the Grate
ful Deai pick up the two CD al
bum, "Grateful Dead, the Artista
Years."The, collection travels the
years from 1977 to 1990, deliver
ing songs such as "Hell Bucket,"
"Touch of Grey," "Throwing
Stones," and "Alabama Getaway.
vaj.
What makes the Dead unique /Arnold Schwarzenegger as Howard Langston, and Sinbad, the pesky
is how well they havedone over
worker, in Twentieth Century Fox's Jingle All The Way.
the years without the help of the
radio. Every concert has sold
out ever since I can remember.
Thanks to tbe magic of Jerry
Garcia, Mickey Hart, Bill
Kreutzmann, Phil Lesh, Brent
Mydland, and Bob Weir, the
Man is a crazed postal worker,
D^d have touched millions and By Christina Olney
Myron (Sinbad).
havebecome acult of more than Chronhle Staff Writer
The two men fight over a Turbo
(me generation of music lovers.
Unfortunately, the band lost
"Jingle All the Way" is a film Man figure until the very end of the
Garcia, but this does not mean about Harold Langston, a work- movie. They run into trouble with
one can't still get to know the a-holic father portrayed by the police repeatedly in their hur
Wednesdayband. Listen, let the music take Arnold Schwarzenegger, who ried search. Each legal scrape
you away! The Dead have been crmstantly misses importantfam- brings them in c(xitact with (jf* $1.50 U-Call-lt
able to mix their instruments ily events. Harold tries to make it ficer Hummel (Robert Conrad).
* $1.50
well, allowing the listener to up to his wife,Liz (Rita Wilstm), Harold even seeks help from a
Cocktails
Corona Beer
enjoy an array of melodies and and his son (Jake Lloyd) but he shady mall Santa who tries to sell
And tUs album also in- always bumbles his attempts.
him a Korean speaking Turbo Man.
^ Fun Body ContestI* $ U 2 5 1 6 0 2 . D o m e s t i c . leads.
eludes a bocJdet describing The
This was not a bad movie, but it
He even forgets to buy his son
BIG Cash Prizes!!!!
Draft Beer
Dead music, making for a more
is
really
a movie for children. Hie
Jamie a Christmas gift. What
intimaterelationship with the
plot
is
rather
predictable, but fast
makes this so traumatic is that
band.
paced. The humor is geared to
Jamie
wants
the
hottest
Christ
For many of our parents, this
ward children. The kids in tbe
would make a great Christmas mas gift on the market, theTurbo
theater laughed non-stop. This
Man
action
figure.
On
Christ
gift. If the budget is tight, pick
Hospitality Lane
movie is safe to take the entire
mas
Eve
Harold
scours
tbe
city
to
up the Artista Years album in
1905 S. CommercenterE.
stead of the live Dozin' at the find Turbo Man for his son, but it family to see. However, if yoo
San Bernardino * (909) 884*7233
Knicks album. Just a sugges has been sold out since Thanks don't plan on taking the kids, go
giving. Also looking for Turbo see a different movie.
tion!
N i l e

C l u b

(909) 920-9590

Need A
Break?
Join Us For...

r

Thursday

NO com WITH STOOENTiD.
SPECIALS 8 UNTIL MIDNIGHT

21 & over

Arnold Sure to "Jingle
All The Way" to the Bank

University Dance Company
Marguerite Jackson
Sfaff Writer

Weather Giris, joyously ushered
in the Holiday seasom while fos
tering curiosity about what Santa
might bring.
With a backdrop
beautiful
scenery and music by The Los
Angeles Incais, choreographer
Leslie
Bryan
featured
"Celebracion." This was a ht4)py
conglomeration of cultural sounds
and rhythms, sparking an overall
desire for unity with the human
spirit
Dancer-Choreogr^her Nancy
Cabrera's excellent production of
"Thieves," with music by Prince,
brought the appreciative audience
to its feet in rousing ^plause.
Anthony Loa's choreogr^hy of
'Triple Groove," with music by
Stanley Qarke, portrayed intricate,
sequential dance movements per
formed beautifully by dancers fad
ing into and out of view.
"Into the Circle of Gypsies,"
choreographed by Kharysfai
Wiginton with music by the Gypsy
Kings created a subtle aura of
smooth, ever-changing gypsy cul
ture and movement; mask^ mys
terious, and magical.
The stirringly passionate voice
of Singer Lee Greenwood intro
duced "America," a fabulously
choreographed Grand Finale pro
duction by Janys Antonio. "These
dancers work^ hard," observed
Antonio, "and we're thankful fOT
all the assistance from everyone
involved."

"Whaashow!" Undo: direc
tion of Janys Antonio, the Univer
sity Dance Company's presenta
tion
"Voices" exploded with
energy, flawless cr^tsmanship,
and ingenious dance moves.
I Colorful and distinctive cos
tumes, elaborate choreography,
and magnificent music c^tivat^
enthusiastic audiences in the MuMC Recital Hall of the Creative
Arts Building at all three perfor
mances, Wednesday, November
20-12noon, and 7:30 p.m. Thurs
day and Friday, Novanber 21-22.
Dancer-Choreographer Lynn
Guardado, who is completing her
hiterdisciplinary Master's Degree
Dance and Kinesiology, prof"
pu(
jced and cfaoreogr^hed the first
|ialf of the show. Based on the
choreography and stylistic move
ment theories of Doris Humphrey,
Guardado created flowing cos
tumes andused an architectural set
design todemonstrate Humphrey's
Itrademark movement theories,
such as "Fall and DiscovwyInnoducing sevraal works with mu
sic by Bach & Hans Zimmer,
Guardado choreographed "Outside
Looking In," "Mediterranean
Blue," and revealed her own sty
listic approach in "Falling Deeper,
Finding Self."
A saucy, hilarious "Rashback"
rendition choreographed by Betsy
Cabrera brought
raves of laughter
amid shouts of ap
proval. This 'hot
and spicy' piece
was thoroughly
entertaining with
music by Rupaul,
Earn 10 units in two quarters as a Mentor
The St^le Sisters,
while gaining valuable experience for a
and Donna Sum-

INTERNSHIP
SOC 575 / PSYC 575

mo".

"Christmas
Dreams," choreo
graphed by Janys
Antmio. with mu
sic
by
The

career in Counseling or Social work.
For more information contact Art Gonzales at
Family Services (909) 686-3706, or Randi
Miller in Sociology at (909) 880-5541.
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Joint Adventure
By Christina Oiney

a goal. "Uncle Earl will soon be a
Chronicle Staff V/hter
huge fan of Pink Floyd, chocolate
ice cream, and the afternoon nap,"
"Joint Adventure" is an indepen exclaims Zachary. They then go
dent film made two years ago, that on a hilarious search fcH* the drug.
The entire movie was filmed in
won the Best CtHnedy Award at
three
wedcs in Knoxville, Tennes
theHoustonFilmFestival this year.
It is the stwy of Paul, Zach^ and see fOT about $100,000.
Ehie to the passing of ProposiChloe, three friends in their midti(xi
215in California and a similar
twenties who go on a search for
marijuana for Paul's uncle Earl, proposition in Arizcma which legaiizeis marijuana f(^ medical use,
who has cancCT.
All three friends are down on there is a renewed interest in the
their luck and drifting through life movie. "JointAdventure"hasbeen
when Paul's Aunt Joyce sends them doing a tour of college campuses
a lettCT telling them Uncle Earl is in Califonia.
The Student Union Program
very nauseous due to his chmoBoard
sponsored the free showing
therapy. She requests Paul find
him some marijuana because she of the film at CSUSB on Novem
ber 25. It is now on its way to
heard it helps.
The three friends suddenly have Arizona.

Artists Showcased at Reception

Photo by Franco* Wllliamo

The artist reception was held in theMulticultural Center.

By Mary Ellen Abilez
Chronicle Staff Writer
The Santa Ana's blew inawbole
new crop of art and aitists last
week, stowcased by the MultiCultural Center's Aitist Reception..
The excitement of the student art
ists was ^^>arent, and so was the
variety of the talent
Walls covered with {Mints made
from a variety of processes and
colors were explained in depth by

their originators. An art student
Theresa Hernandez said. Thisone
is an embossment on a zinc plate,
made on heavy {lapo* and then
watercolored." Her wcuk reflected
a colorful, free spirit in an almost
surrealistic manner.
What was int»%sting was the
desire among all the artists to pro
mote {irintmaking as a serious art
"People think that printmaking is
something that a tradesman would

San Bernardino Celebrities
By Lynne Fischer
Chronicle Staff Writer
It is well worth your time and
your taste buds to visit Celebrities
Restaurant and Saloon on Sierra
Way in San Bernardino. Just off
40th Street south of the Lucky's
Suiiomaiket theambiance is Cali
fornia casual and the food is out of
this world.
The menu features ev^thing
do, not an artist" said Tama
Sogoian. Her mother Vivian,
also an art student at CSUSB,
added, "It's a fonn of the earliest
Christian art ever made, andmany
famous prints still exist."
Vivian, dressed in a black out
fit and red neckerchief, was eas
ily the most bohemian artist
present. She is a non-traditional
aged student and wanted to make
others aware of the Senior
Citizen's Scholarship available
atCSUSB. "I also want to thank
Joe Moran, our print instructor,
for taking me tlnough all those
beginning {Mint classes in order
to get to this point."
All of the students were lavish
with {Maise fw their instructCM-,
and gave him much of the credit
for releasing their artistictalents.
"A lot of non-artists can find
there is something herefor them
in this medium."
"What we have learned by
today's ex{)erience is that the
Multi-Cultural Center is a re
source for student woric, andone
that we can use in an on-going
manner," said Hernandez.
Both the Multi-Cultural Cen
ter and the WRC nave been host
to shident woik; The Chronicle's
own Francis Williams is dis
playing her art work at the
WRC. Students are invited to
see for themselves, CM- to use
both locations as a display for
their worics.

from {Mime rib to seafood, with
fabulous burgoo, sandwiches and
mexican dishes in between. The
mouthwatering daily lunch s{)ecials are the real "stars" however,
es{)ecially for those on tight bud
gets. Starting at around $3.75, the
regular menu prices are definitely
affordable. The s{)ecials begin as
low as $2.95 and usually include a
generous fresh salad.
Seating is limited, but every

^

thing is worth the wait Service is
always warm and friendly, so stop
by, relax, and let yourself be treated
like a Celebrity!

Watching what you eat?
If you are interested in hav
mg healthier food served in
the Coyote Cafe stop by to
offer suggestions. Ask to
tpeak to Cheryle ShuUz.

The New

^

Woodien Nickel
12 Beers on Tap

Happy Hour
M-F 5-8 p.m.
$1 Domestic Drafts (16 oz.)
$2 Imports & Micros

Monday Night Special
$4 28 oz. (1/2 Yard)
Domestic Draft
(Keep the Glass)
$2 Refills
Cheap Beer - Free Appetizers
Need we say more?
^

842 Kendall Dr.

^

I

883-4317

I
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Is CSUSB Lacking Convenient Places to Study?
By Stephanie Bernai
Chronicle Staff Writer
Has anyone noticed that CSUSB
lacks convenient places to study?
Sometimes, when I have extra time
before or after class, Td like to
spend the time reviewing for a test
or catching up on reading. All I
need to do is fmd a quiet place.
I can sit on the narrow, barrelsh^)ed metal bench on the second
floor of University Hall- if I can
manage to prevent my books (and
myself) from sliding off of it.
The only study area the Hiysical
Sciences building has to offer is a
plastic chair in the comer by the
stairway. Unless I want to go out
side on a concrete bench or listen
to loud video games inside the
Student Union, my only othw op
tion is to go into the Library.
The Library has excellent study
^reas. There's plenty of r(x>m at

each desk to write and set papers
and notebooks on. The overhead
shelf provides extra space for bags
and purses.
But scxnetimes I don't feel like
walking the length of a football
field from the paildng lot to the
front steps of the building. When
I finally make it to the library, I
have to take 12 long strides up the
steps (which obviously weren't
designed for short legs) and then
head toward the desks in the back
of the library. Iflgethungry while
I'm there, I have to gather my
things and take a long walk to the
Student Union. This is especially
annoying when it's rainy or windy.
The time it takes to walk to the
library, get unpacked, settled in,
and then pack up again befne head
ing back to class takes up the entire
extra 20 minutes.
The Student Union may have
plenty to offer in the way of recre

ation, but if you're looking for
privacy, forget it. Thesmall lounge
in the Student Union is more or
less a crowded gathering place for
Greeks. The constant noise com
ing from the video games andp(X)l
tables is too distracting. The tiny,
round cafeteria tables and met^
chairs are uncomfortable for rest
ing. There'snotevenenoughioom
to set belongings on them.
The buildings cm this campus
are just t<x) far apart to designate
just one indoor place for students
to study. This campus needs at
least one lounge in each building
where students can study, rest, eat
their lunch, or talk to each other
before class.
For example, the fourth flcxn' of
the Litnary1^ a room with couches
and tables and a huge window with
aviewofthemountains. Thisisan
ideal mcxlel for a lounge areaminus the no-talking, no-eating

rule. The rooms don't have to be
elaborate, but students should have
at least one empty classroom in
each building to sit comfortably.
I know that this request isn't too
much toask for because other cam
puses offer it UCR has several
litvariessjaead out around the cam
pus, so students don't have to walk
great distances in <xder to find
study areas. San Bernardino Val
ley College has a study center in its
literal arts building, as well as in
its physical sciences building.
SBVC hasaloungeinthewtanen's
restroom of the administration
building.
RCC's women's

restroom also has a lounge area
with couches.
If the administration made such
changes in order to accommodate
students, perhaps students would
And it easier to study. When so
many of our students work andlive
off campus, we can assume that
their study time is precious, but we
can't assume that they can study at
home. I know I can't
I depend on the time that I spend
here to get my work done. I hope
that in the near future, students
wtm't have to waste time just to
And a place to sit down.

Smile: The Camera Loves You
By Chad Boone
Chronicle Staff Writer
There are many of us who can
relate to the feeling of watching a
T.V commercial and thinking, I
could do that. And then there are
some of us who actually pursue the
acting art form for that once-in-alifetime opportunity to say,
MENTOS the Freshmaker.
With pursuits not so grand, but
intentio^ly set on making money
fast and fun, I answered an ad I
found in the classifieds stating,:
••CASTING NOW for Commer
cials and Alms. High Pay/ No
expoience necessary."
Calling to seek additional informaticHi, I was invited by the cast
ing company for an interview and
information session. Driving to
die Hollywood headquarters of the
casting company wasn'tas long as
when I finally arrived. After fill
ing out a questionnaire, slash sur
vey, slash resume, slash appUcati(xi,Iwasin. Whew! An hour and
half laterI was escorted to a private
soeening room where I was shown
a 15 minute video portraying the
exciting wcnid of a well-paid ex
tra. With their claim in mind that
extras would eam $60 to $100,
when I was asked to shell out $85
as the start-up fee, I did so with full
confldence I'd get fully reim
bursed.
Soon after the infom^on ses
sion, I received a call from the
casting company to come down to

the studio for a free SCTeen test and
{dioto shoot. Wow, FREE! Well,
the so-called studio was actually a
small 5' by 10' room with a video
camcorder and camm equipment,
specifically, a polaroid camera.
Nevertheless, a b^utiful company
secietary graciously made time to

ce a video recording of me giving a ctxnmercial cold reading.
Astounded with my reading, she
immediately escmied me to her
office where she began to praise
my acting abilities and even ex
claiming, "The camera loves you."
She even questioned if I'd ever
been told I resemble River I%oenix. Then she encouraged me to
perfect my oaft. Coincidentally,
she just happened to know that one
of the premiere casting directors in
Hollywood was offering acting
classes for a limited time offer of
only $350.
WHATEVER!! I Telling me the
camera loves me was one thing,
but River Hioenix? It was quite
clear that this captivating secretary

was a manipuhuive company hook
who was trying to get my hard
earned money. However, it was
fiill-steam ahead with my extra
wok.
For my third and final extra job,
I found myself driving out to SunsetBoulevardatmidnighL Twelve
hours later and $50, no $20 richer,
minus gas, food, and taxes, I relin
quished the thought of continuing
on with this grueling line of work.
Since extra work pays just under
the minimum wage and you're re
quired to wear make-up for at least
eight hours straight, McDonald's
was looking quite prestigious.
Saying so-long to the extra biz
was hardly heartbreaking, consid
ering I came upon a few realiza
tions: extra woik is the absolute
armpit of the entertainment indus
try and its inctxne should never be
relied on to make, monthly rent
payments. Most importantly, it
provided me with yet another
glimpse of how easy it is to be a
direct target of the perfect scam.

We all have ideals of where we
should be in life. Perhaps it's for
these reasons that we can be so
easily scammed. It's my pursuit to
save you from these money grabbing ventures by reporting my own
and other accounts in the SCAM
MAN Column. If you have, were
involved in, or know of on-going
scams,
e-mail
me
at
cboone@acme.csusb.edu orcaUat
880-S000, ext3940.

The CSUSB Chapter of

Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society
Announces a

Phi Kappa Phi Graduate Fellowship

$7,000

We will nominate a student for
support for first-year graduate or
professional study

(about one out of every three nominees receives an award)

Two

$500 Phi Kappa Phi Fellowships

Application deadline February 1.,
Applications available from U1 Haskell, AD-101

Classified
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Advertise in The Chronicle - Call (909) 880-5000 ex. 3940
HELP WANTED... Men/
Women earn $480 weekly
assemblying circuit boards/elec
tronic onnponents at hone. Ex
perience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings your local
area.
Call 1-520-680-7891EXTC200

7^

P R I N C I P L E S o f S O U N D

R E T I R E M E N T

I N V E S T I N G

Classic '69 Chevy Nova...
Completely resto^. Brand
new int, paint, bumpers. Runs
great..jnust see! $7500 obo
Call 909-737-1451 after 7p.m.
cx' leave a message.
FUNDRAISING - FAST
FUNDRAISER - Raise $500 in 5
days - Gredcs, Groups, Clubs,
Motivated Individuals. Fast,easy
•NO financialoblig^on.
(800) 862-1982 ext. 33
CAR FOR SALE: '89 Pontiac
Firebird - white with gray
interior. Good condition, runs
great. Reliable. High miles.
$3,400.00 o.b.o. Call Jason after
6:30pm (909) 737-4601, or page
at (909) 341-1709
APARTMENT FOR RENT
$199.00 move-in Specialst
month rent FREE O.A.C. (Ibdr)
call Olivia 883-2625
Film Production, talent management&intemshipsavailable. Call
Creative Artists Mgmt. at
(800)401-0545.

The Chronicle is seeking moti
vated individuals to join thestaff.
Interested applicants should contaa Robin Larsen at 909-8805818. Earn extra cash and valu
able resume experience.
3DO CD Rom Video Game
system by Panasonic w/ several
games included. Also func
tions as a music CD Playo' will play CDs thru your TV or
smreol. $350 obo.
Call 909-886-6908.

Speedy Research
Reports: $&00 per page
Over 70,000 topics & papers.
Materials for research
assistance use onlyl
6546 Hollywood Blvd.
2nd floor, KM. 209
Los Angeles, CA SK)028
Hours: Mon,-Fri. 10 a.ro. - 6 pjn.
Saturdays, 11 a.m. • 4 p.m.
Custom Rosearch available
Visa/MC/AmerEx

Call todayl 1-800-356-9001

ICISE REGULARLY AND YOU
COULD LIVE LONGER.
INVEST REGULARLY SO YOU
CAN AFFORD TO.
Americans are living longer than ever. So it's quite
XJL possible you'll spend 20 or 30 years or more in
retirement. (2an you afford it? Unless you're indepen
dently wealthy, chances are you'll need more than your
pension and Social Securi^ to support the kind of
lifestyle youH want.
How can you help ensure that you'll be in good
financial shape? Sign up for TIAA-CREF SRAs — taxdeferred annuities available only to people in education
or research.
SRAs are easy. No pain, no sweat.
The best way to build strength — physical or fiscal — is
to start at a level that's comfortable and add to your
regimen as you go along.
With TIAA-CREF SRAs, you conveniently
contribute through your employer's pa3n'oll system. You

can start with a modest amount and increase your
contribution as your salary grows.
The important thing is to start now. Dela3dng for
even a year or two can have a big impact on the
amount of income you'll have when you retire.
TL^-CREF:
Your fiscal fitness program.
TIAA-CREF is the nation's largest retirement
tystem, managing over $150 billion in assets for more
than 1.7 million people. We offer a wide range of SRA
allocation choices, long-term investment expertise, and
remarkably low expenses.'
Call I 800 842-2776 for an SRA Enrollment
Kit or our interactive SRA Enrollment Software.
Or visit us on the Internet at gopher://tiaa-cref.org,
or http://www.tiaa-cref.org.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."*
I. StaAritiPftr'* litMifanct RatMfAnat^u,199S; Upper AnUytical Service*. Inc., Uppir-Dintten'AnalyliralDtUa, 1995 (Quarter^).
For more complete mformetion. including cbaiget and expenee*. call 1 800842.2733. exteniion 6609, for a protpectua.
Read tlie proepectii* carefully before you inveat or tend money. TlAA*CRfiF Individual & Inetitutional Service*. Inc.. cbatribute* CREF certificate*.
1/96
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V DO Live Player: Live Streaming Video
By Mark Wahner
Chronicle Staff Writer
Live streaming video on die In
ternet has only just begun, bowever, this technology won't make
anyone hurry to scrap their televi
sion sets.
Live streaming video runs vid
eos clips as it downloads them.
The VDOnet Corporation developed the VDOLive Player, which
delivers real-time audio and video
streaming over the Internet that
can run for 2 hours with only a few
seconds to download. It has been
limited by bandwidth telephone
[lines which cause problems in de

livering gr^^csand video through
tbeselinesinatimelyfashion. The
bandwidth isstill aproblem, butin
late October 1995 this corporation
reduced this problem tremen
dously.
On August 15 of this year,
VDOnet Corporation released
VDOLive vCTsion 2.0, beta. The
software can be downloaded fOT
free at the web-site location. It can
be used on Windows 3.1, NT, 95,
and Power Mac Platforms. The
video player can run at 15 frames
per second on a 28.8 modem, how
ever, the software can sometimes
freeze up. Nevertheless, the player
is a fascinating hint toward the

time when the Int^et will beable
to handle thick streams of video,
audio, and gr^hics.
If you are interested in down
loading this software, I would rec
ommend first downloading
Microsoft Internet Explore 3.0 or
Netsc^ Navigator 3.0, if you
haven't yet. The plug-ins of the
VDO player go straight into these
browsers without any complica
tions.
If you are interested in using
VDO Player as a personal server
software to put your own video on
your web page, then I would sug
gest getting "Adobe Premiere 4.2
for Windows." It gives you a com

plete tool to edit, produce, and
deliver video from your web site
(XI both the Internet and Intranet. It
does cost pa*stream of video,which
is equivalent to one minute of video.
There are not loo many VDO
player videos on the Internet yet,
bemuse it is still a fairly new tech
nology. Many of the video clips
can be viewed from the VDOLive
Gallery, but tb^ are others that
are not that easy to locate. Some
clips from the gallery include a
seminar with Bill Gates, a launch
of the space shuttle, the MTV IntemationalMusicawards, sky surf
ing, and many more.
This new fonn of technology

beats out video clips (that take 20
minutes to download a 30 second
clip), which can also eat up your
hanldrive. VDOLive Playerccmaes
from a free server that won't save
on your harddrive unlike
Quicklime Movie Player.
VDOLive technology is truly
amazing and is suspected to make
major advancements in the com
ing months and years. VDOnet
Corporations web-site is located
at, "htq):// www.vdo.net" and you
can download the one-minute soft
ware hoe for free. If you are
interested in multimedia (tevelopment, this is the software for you.

CSUSB STUDENTS!
- Completing a bachelor's or master's degree in the spring of 1999?
- Looking for a guaranteed, challenging job after graduation?
- Thinking of a chance to fly the best aircraft in the world?

Then check Into the Air Force ROTO 2-Year Program!

Air Force ROTC is:
- Officer training while you complete your degree at CSUSB.
- A guaranteed $3500/year upon acceptance into the 2-year Program.
- Leadership/management training for success within and outside the Air Force.
- Upon completion of the Air Force ROTC 2-Year Program, a commission as a
2nd Lt in the Air Force, and Challenging job waiting for you!

The deadline for 2-year program applications is fast approaching!.
If you're interested, contact Air Force ROTC at (909) 880-5442.
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STD*s: Are You Aware?
lem with CSUSB students is that
they often don't come in until they
Chronicle Staff Writer
have symptoms, and they may have
Sexually Transmitted Diseases, infect^ others in the interim," said
orSTD's, stalk the college halls Doetsch.
Students who are hesitant to visit
looking for love in all the right
the
Center for fear of the results
places. Are you at risk of contract
ing it? WhatisanSTD? Is ita big and other reasons, should know
problem here at CSUSB? If you the staff issensitive to the needs of
dcm't have any symptoms aifter students. "We all do counseling
having unprotected sex, can you with them when we give the re
stop worrying about it? Just where sults, and we can refo* them to
psychological testing," Doetsch
is the Heith Center, anyway?
said.
"Anyone who has unprotected
Students can leam the latest
sex is at risk," stated Jane Doetsch,
Nurse Practitioner. "We try to about STD's, get college credits,
keep a basket tilled with condoms and fulfill a general education re
for students to take, also we sell quirement at CSUSB when they
them atlow cost in thePharmacy." enroll in Biology 217, (Biology of
STD's can include Urethritis, Sexually Transmitted Diseases).
Visit the Health Center and you
Pelvic Inflammatory Disease
will
fmd a wealth of information
(PID), Gonorrhea, Syphilis,
from
pamphlets, flyers, videos, and
Chlamydia, CoiKlyloma (Venereal
Warts), and AIDS, to name a few. staff. Same day ^pointments are
"We don't see a lot of students available if you call between 8-9
come in with any particular STD, am, Mon-Wed, or 9-10 am, Thurmostly we see female infectirms Fri.,atext.524i. Tfre Health Cen
that are not necessarily the result ter is located between the Student
of sexual activity. The big prob Union and Jade Brown Hall.

By Mary Ellen Abilez

Don't walk alone! If it is late or you
simply would like an escort to your car,
call Campus Security at 880-5165.
Hccn/ey'y
Thrift Store

In the last issue of the Coy

ote Chronicle...

An editing error was made
in the "Israelis v. Palestin
ians: Will Conflict Ever
End in Hebron?" story by
Brenda Gazzar. The last
paragraph should read as
follows:
Once the agreement is final
ized, timely withdrawl will de
pend on a number of things.
Can
Prime
Minister
Netanyahu and President
Arafat control their extremists
and thwart a potential terror

ist attack that could jeopar
dize IDF redeployment from
most of Hebron? How far are
both leaders willing to go to
confront their extremists and
politically, do they see it as
being in their best interest to
do so? The task is formidable,
and even somewhat danger
ous, but the success of the
Hebron agreements, as well
as the continuation of the Peace
Process, could very well de
pend on it.

The Coyote Chronicle re
grets this error.

4-10pm
CLASSIC
CLOTHES
&

STUFF

881-1640
Call for availability

Easy as
Shooting Fish in a Barrel!

Register Now We're Giving Away a Total of $10,000 to 100 Weekly Winners
SPORTSWATCH is the Game and it Doesn't
Cost a Dime to Play!
Welcome to Spc^Watch where you get the chance to
Reel in the Bl| One each week just for visiting our
Vegas style casino. There is absolutely no charge for
playing SPORTSWATCH, as a matter of fact, you get a
San Manuel Players Card when registering. We've creat
ed a game that's easy for anyone to play. A new game
begins every Saturday at 10 a.m. Just pick from the
games of the week on your "parlay card" and turn it in
to win!. That's all there is to it! You can register any day
and anytime until the following Saturday at 8 a.m. Best
of all you don't have to be present to win.
Weekly Prize Money:
1st-$3,000
2nd-$2,000
3rd-$l,000
4th thru 10th-$200
11th thru 50th-$50
51st thru 100th $20.

Grand Prize Drawings!
Weekly winners are automatically entered into the
Grand Prize Drawing. One Male and One Female will
each win $10,000. This barrel is full of big ones!

Even if You Lose You Can Still Win!
That's right! Even if you haven't won in a weekly con
test your total correct picks may add up to more than
the weekly winners. It's the reward for playing consis
tently.
Male Top Picker - $5,000 Bonus
Female Top Picker - $5,000 Bonus
One of these two winners will receive an additional
$5,000 for the highest number of correct picks overall.
It's time to set your hook on that big catch!

SPORTSWATCH is Just One of the Games
We're Playing
Why troll for hours to Vegas or Stateline for Live
TWenty-one, Live Poker, TnunderCard, Video Gaming,
and Bullet Bingo. And no one in the United States plays
High Stakes Bingo like we do at San Manuel. It's all
ri^t here in Highland, 24 hours a day.

Where Can You Play SPORTSWATCH?
Only at San Manuel Indian Bingo and Casino which is
located in the San Bernardino Foothills in the city of
Highland. For detailed directions call 888-777-7403.

It's Just One of the Games We're Playing At

If your not getting any bites cast a line in at
SportsWatch, it's as easy as shooting fish in a barrel.

You must be 18 yeais of age to play SportsWatch and/or
enter the casino. Must have a San Manuel Players Card,
which is free of charge. Must present social security card
and valid picture I.D. to apply for Players Card. One entry
per person per week. Important See rules on back of
SportsWatch entry form. Martagement reserves the right to
modi^' or cancel this promotion without notice.
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INDIAN ''' BINGO & CASINO
-777-7404 • 5797 N. Victoria Ave. Highland, CA
http://www.sanmanuel.com
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Sports All-Nighter: Giving
Students a Natural High
By Steve M. Itzkowltz

a slam dunk contest in which the
rim was lowered to eight feet in
height to accomodate those who
can't dunk on a standard ten foot
rim.
Anyone can play, and according
K) Holley, that isexactly the way it
should te with an event like this.
"We are targeting students all over
campus who believe that the only
way to have a good time is to drink
w do drugs. We want to remind

people that a natural high is the
test high."
In atklition to providing college
The theme of this year's "Sprats
students with something construc
All-Nighter," held November 21,
tive to do on a Thursday evening,
was, "A natural high is the best
the Recreational Sports department
high."
is also looking to transfram this
Besides coming U)gether for fun
event into an annual event that will
and competition, people came to
help the campus to become more
gether to celebrate getting high
active.
from something othra drugs and
According to Alexander Soaies,
alcohol.
Recreational Sports Student Su
"The Natural High
pervisor, "B y virtue of our
Sports All-Nighter tries
200-person participation in
to show studentsan alter
this event last Spring, it
native to getting high off
gave us a good foundation
drugs or alcohol," said
for building our program
Kristi Holley, Interim
up as well as this event.
Recreational Sports CoFor the immediate future,
radinatbr. "CSUSB Rec
this event will te held twice
reational Sports interper school year. We are
jprets that tote something
hoping to do more as the
la person can rise up to
years pass."
such as a sprating event."
Catch the fu^t annual
The night was filled
"Natural High Fair," on
with three-on-thiee bas
P h o t o T h u r s d a y . D e c e m b e r S .For
ketball, volleyball, a 3c J
•
1. r
iii»r t
LI. more inframation, call 880Students enjoy the Sports All-Nighter put on by the ^^^2
point shootout, and even
Recreation Department on November 21.
Chronicle Staff Writer

Townsend, Kiemele lead Coyotes
over Christian Heritage 74-67
By Ric RIvas
Sports Editor
Coyote guard Jamie Townsend
scraed 18 points to lead CSUSB to
a 74-67 victory over Christian
Heritage in the home opener for
the Coyotes on Novembra 26.
CSUSB (2-1) came into the
game with several players suffer
ing from either the flu or injury.
Season leading scraerRob Kiemele
was nursing a hip flexer, while
Townsend had a srae knee and
Tyson Aye was suffering from a
virus.
"If we had to play last week,"
Coach Denny Aye said, "we could
oily suit-up six ra seven players.
We really needed those 10 days
off."
Even with the injuries, the Coy
otes put together an impressive
secoiid half, leading by as much as
12 points. But the Hawks came
back, narrowing the lead to one

point with 4:02 left in the game.
That's when Kimele took over,
scoring six of theCoyotes' final 10
points to seal the game.
"This was a big win for us," said
Kiemele, who finished with 16
points. "I wanted to set the pace
and help get the win. We should
have won our last game (a 83-70
loss to Somona St). It was nice to
get this one."
Eleven of Townsend's 18 points
came in the second half, when he
led theCoyotes to a 10 point lead to
break open the game. Townsend
was hurt at 15:02, but returned
later.
San Diego State transfer Darius
Rutledge pulled down a team high
of 11 rebounds and added 11 points
while Jodie McGarity adted 16
points fortheCoyotes. The Hawks
were led by Beau Sager, who had
18 points, Joshua Layton with 11
points, and Justin Coyle and Chad
Bickley with 10 points each.
Ibe Coyotes return to action

December 3 against Pacific
Christian, and on Dec^ber 5
against Point Loma. Both
games are at home and start at
7:30 pm. The games will te
covered on KCKC AM radio.
The Coyote Developement
Office is organizing a Booster
Bus Trip to Las Vegas for the
1996 High DesertClassic. The
Coyotes will te joining NCAA
Division II power Southern In
diana, Central Missouri, Cen
tral Oklahoma, and CCAA ri
val UC Riverside in the tenteam tournament The dates
are December18-19, $65share/
twin or $90 single. The cost
includes round trip fare, food
and drinks on the bus, tickets to
both games and raie night's stay
at Treasure Island Resrat and
Casino.
Fra more inform^on and to
reserve your place, please con
tact Curt Apsey at extension
5049.

Coyotes Split Powerful
Season Opener with St,
Cloud State
By Ric Rivas
Sports Editor
The Kevin Becker era opened
November 21 with two games
against St. Cloud State of Minne
sota, a member of the North Cen
tral Conference, a conference
which also has Division n powers;
North Dakota State (defending
National Champs), and South Da
kota State.
The Coyotes would Ipse the
home opener, 67-65 in the final
seconds. HuskeyforwardCharysse
Mindra hit a bucket with 1.9 secCHids left on the clock. Coyote
guard Alissa Corey tried to tie the
score at the buzzra but came up
short.
The Coyotes were holding on to
a comfortable lead when Blanca
Loza, Keisha Allison and Marci
McGreevy all picked uptheir fourth
fouls. Loza would foul out. Coach
Beeker said this was the turning
point
"Our scorras wrae on the tench
when the game was on the line.
We are very young and still learn
ing to play at this level. This was a
good learning experience."
McGreevy had a game high 20
points to le^ the Coyotes. Loza
added 14 points and had 10 re

bounds, and Allison had lOpoints.
Jahmilla Jackson led the Coyotes
with 12 rebounds and had 9 points.
Fra the Huskies, Minder was the
top scorer with 16 points and also
pulled down 10 rebounds, Katie
Shea helped out with 15pointsand
Samantha Brandtadded 11 points J
"They (the Coyotes] have a great
inside game," Huskey Coach Dr.
Lori Ulferts said. "They were very
toughtostop. We had to work very
hard to^eep with them."
But me Huskies had the tables
turned on them in the rematch on
Nov. 23. McGreevy led the Coy
otes to a 70-62 victory by scraing
20 points. She was aided by
AUi^'s 14pointsand 11 rebounds
and Shelley Dungo's 11 points.
Loza had a big night on die boards
with 14 rebounds while adding 8
points.
Shea had a game high of 27
points to lead the Huskies, while
Leah Thomsen added 13, tet no
other Huskey reached double Bgures. Sarah Band pulled down 11
rebounds.
The Coyotes are now 1-1 in the
young season, while the Huskies
return to Minnesota, 1-2. The next
home game fra the Coyotes is Nov.
30 against Frenso Pacific, and Dec.
14against(3hicoState. Bothgames
tip off at 7:30 pm.
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